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Does pandemic upsurge paroxysm :  

for global startups  

        -Rakshana Shannikha . B 

Getting into the third stage of 

economic meltdown due the global 

health catastrophe - Covid19 which 

hit many streams to evanesce or 

disappear. As quoted by Steve jobs 

“Innovation is the ability to see 

change as an opportunity-not a 

threat” which struck hard in the 

minds of the youngsters globally 

and gave birth to the startups 

globally. This upsurge of 

entrepreneurship has been 

attributed to the workers who have 

been laid and started their own 

business. The onset of the 

coronavirus pandemic it wasn't 

only the masks and sanitizers 

which breakthrough the market 

force rather consumer changing 

needs and behavior has pulled the 

market forces to innovate a beaten 

path. The Financial Times reports 

that the paroxysm for global. start-ups is in a boom as it has been  recorded against the backdrop of the 

coronavirus pandemic of 2020. 

 

 

 

 

According to the McKinsey report, in France 84,000 of new businesses were registered by the month of 

October as this being the historical maximum record and it also a 20% rise from the month of October 

in 2019. In July 2020 according to the census bureau of the United States ,there was an increase of 95% 

in the number of applications for starting a business reached its all-time high compared to July 2019. 

Programs to aid new business formation from the government have offered less to emerge new 

companies still, several governments have established a few programs to aid new business formation 

during the pandemic. Despite the whammy situation, the governments of the developing countries are 

emphasizing their best to their countries. As a seed of revolution India’s prime minister declares 

January 16 as startup day and also says that “the golden era of startups has just begun”. 

       The post-covid19 economy will continue to have a high growth rate of entrepreneurship as analysts 

predict notwithstanding the rate of vaccination of population and passing of the turning point in the 

fight against the pandemic. This kind of natural accelerator of startups as the pandemic had both 

positive and negative scars on the global economy. The developments on the individual 

entrepreneurship level are likely to aid numerous economies to quickly defeat the consequences of the 

pandemic. At the same time some of the newly formed enterprises may not be able to withstand 

competition or find an application and are likely to quickly go bankrupt. 

 

 



Suppose if you expect the price of your shares to drop you can enter
into a futures or option contract to sell the shares at a price which
doesn’t hurt your financials much. This is hedging. Now if you think
your share value will soar in the near future you can enter into a
contract to buy shares at a price lower than the market price to earn
profit.
The difference between futures and options is that you have the right
to fulfill the terms of a options contract whereas you are obliged to
fulfill the terms of a contract. That is option contracts gives you an
option to act or not act upon the terms of the contract. Futures
contract doesn’t give you that privilege.

INVESTING IN FUTURE & OPTIONS

Whenever someone speaks of investing and stock market many tend to think
of shares and maybe Warren Buffet. But obviously there’s much more to the
world of stock market than these. So let me explain something that even
commerce students (including me until recently) aren’t aware of : Futures
and Options.
To understand Future and Options commonly referred to as F&O we have to
have a grasp of derivatives. Derivatives, as the name suggests, is a financial
instrument that derives its value from an underlying asset. The asset can be
a stock, a exchange rate, a commodity or a currency or an index. To put it
simply the value of the derivatives is directly proportional to the value of its
underlying asset i.e. the value of a derivative increases with an increase in
the value of an underlying asset and vice versa. Futures and Options are
standardized derivatives that is it can be traded in an exchange. Now one
might wonder ‘Why derivatives?’. 

- Kabeesh Varma

Well there are actually two important uses that derivatives have
become popular for since its inception in the year 2000: To make
profits and to minimize losses.
Speculators are the traders who trade in the derivative market to
earn profits by correctly predicting the price movement of the
underlying asset. Hedgers are the traders who aim to reduce losses
by trading in the derivatives market. This can be done by entering
into a futures or options contract where you can sell or buy the asset
at a predetermined price at a future date. 



WHY INDIAN ECONOMY IS
GROWING AT A SLOW RATE IN

RECENT TIMES?
 

 We have to turn back the pages in the
previous yearbooks to grasp what
caused the setback. The deceleration of
Indian economic growth began in late
2016 when our Honourable PM Mr. Modi
announced the demonetization of high-
value notes of the country to abolish
black money and counterfeit. This
demonetization disrupted the growth of
the economy that started to recover in
2013. In 2017, the Government of India
introduced Goods and Service Tax
which collapsed most of the industries
even though it had some positives.
During the early 2000s, India saw an
investment boom where state banks
offered more loans for big
infrastructure projects. But some of
them failed to repay their debts.    
 contributes 

Why is the growth of the
Indian economy stumbling?

 - Jebin Nicksteve Roger S. 

 Thus, banks were unable to issue new loans.
At this time Shadow Banking came into the
scene i.e.; Financial Institutions came into the
scenario. As they don't follow banking rules, it
was easy for small businesses and individuals
to obtain loans for their needs. In 2018,
Infrastructure Leading& Financial Institutions
failed to repay their debts, which shook up
more traditional banks that supported the
sector. NBFCs stopped issuing loans. Many
people weren't able to buy expensive items like
cars as they depended on financial institutions
to obtain loans to buy expensive goods. This
collapsed the automobile sector, which is one
of the largest sectors in the country. The
collapse in the automobile industry impacted
the growth of the economy negatively as the
automobile industry



 about 7% of India's total GDP. Many people lost their
jobs due to this collapse. The shortage of
Semiconductors or electronic chips exacerbated the
collapse in the automobile sector.
Before the Pandemic, Semiconductor manufacturing
factories known as fabs were working at full
capacity. They didn’t have the capacity or idea to
increase production to meet the uncertainty. Some
Fabs focused on producing modern bleeding edge
chips. But the automobile and appliances industries
require basic chips for their production and the fabs
failed to produce basic chips. These activities had a
negative impact at the start of the pandemic when
there was a huge demand for electronic devices and
personal vehicles as people were switching to
remote lifestyles and the fabs diverted the available
basic chips to the appliances sector thus reducing
their supply to the automobile sector. This activity
heavily impacted the automobile sector as they
manufactured their cars using semiconductors for
advanced technologies. The unavailability of chips
forced them to reduce their production. Some
companies were shut down permanently due to the
unavailability of electronic chips. In the mid of the
pandemic, appliances industries started to face a
shortage of electronic chips and they reduced their      

 production amidst the demand.
Due to this, the price of
personal vehicles and
electronic devices got inflated
.The shutdown of the
companies boosted the
unemployment rate. The
decline of the automobile
sector worsened .The decline in
the agriculture industry also
affects the growth of the
economy. The COVID-19
Pandemic has worsened the
agriculture sector. e economic
growth and made it difficult to
recover soon. Restrictions due
to the pandemic had a
significant impact on the prices
of agricultural commodities. It
became very difficult for the
farmers to sell their products
due to the lack of
transportation and less demand
for the products. IMF has
forecasted that India’s GDP
growth will be 9.5% during the
financial year 2021-22 and 8.5%
during the financial Year 2022-
23. Let’s hope that the
upcoming budget will focus on
the areas to be recovered and
will help to make the
projections true. 









The term "digital marketing" has undeniably become viral these days. 
As the entire economy was severely impacted by the COVID epidemic, the only

business that thrived and expanded significantly was digital marketing. 
Many consumers and company owners feel that digital marketing is an

essential and rapidly increasing sector. The old marketing model has shifted
dramatically as more people prefer to purchase online

 

DIGITAL MARKETING

Everyone Is Online
 The expansion of digital marketing is
unavoidable since there are many services
available to customers digitally and a great
majority of people are becoming more
involved in the digital world. For many
entrepreneurs and small firms, digital
marketing has become a terrific way to
acquire a competitive advantage in the
market. Because everyone is online, every
firm is going digital. Mobile has been one of
the primary factors fueling 50% of all online
traffic.

REASON WHY DIGITAL MARKETING
 IS THE FUTURE

According to the following statistics chart,
the number of mobile users has grown
dramatically, resulting in higher web traffic
as more individuals explore online.

- Anjelene Antonette Bosco A



AI has entered the digital marketing scene, and organisations
will use data analytics insights to automate more digital
operations and make smart business decisions. AI-powered
chatbots becomes a customer service norm, increasingly
displacing real employees while ml algorithms become more
advanced and capable of emulating humans with near eerie
precision. AI is now being utilised in advertising, although it
is still a long way from matching human inventiveness.
Google uses artificial intelligence (AI) to improve campaigns
by recognising the best-performing ad styles and
automatically updating based on user interaction.

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE-DRIVEN 
MARKETING STRATEGY

IMPROVED VOICE CONTROL OPTIMIZATIO
Voice-enabled solutions have contributed in the expansion
of digital users. Though smart speakers such as Alexa and
Siri, as well as assistants such as Google Assistant, have been
available for a while, they began to gain popularity in 2017
and 2018. Almost 70% of people who have activated digital
assistants prefer to use voice commands than typing since it
is much easier. SEO's underlying methodology is the same as
speech recognition. Because keyword optimization for voice-
based search is unique.

ENGAGEMENT WITH LARGER AUDIENCE

Another advantage of digital marketing is the direct
interaction with potential customers using digital
marketing platforms such as Instagram, Facebook, Twitter,
Youtube, Linkden, and so on. Because social media has a
greater audience than any other virtual or physical
medium, the engagement rate is expected to be high. This
enables businesses to more effectively recognise their
consumers' demands, as well as build trust and a distinct
feeling of their brand with their customers. As a result,
digital marketing provides a platform for firms to
communicate with their consumers and audiences.
Another advantage of digital marketing is the direct
interaction with potential customers using digital
marketing platforms 



such as Instagram, Facebook, Twitter, Youtube, Linkden, and so on. Because social media
has a greater audience than any other virtual or physical medium, the engagement rate is
expected to be high. This enables businesses to more effectively recognise their
consumers' demands, as well as build trust and a distinct feeling of their brand with their
customers. As a result, digital marketing provides a platform for firms to communicate
with their consumers and audiences.

AGUMENTED REALITY
 ADAPTATION

A Virtual and augmented reality AR is a
growing trend in digital marketing and
sales methods, in which firms provide
customers with a one-of-a-kind
experience by tapping into their mobile
devices. Most firms now employ
augmented reality (AR) to allow
customers to experience things before
purchasing them. Customers like to
purchase with augmented reality, which
is expected to become quite popular in
the future.

Digital marketing is anticipated to aspire and expand tremendously in the next years,
and the future of company and purchasing decisions is said to be heavily impacted by it.
Therefore it is evident that Digital marketing has an inevitable role in the future.

WRAP UP



GDP AND HDI 
Gross Domestic Product  is  basical ly  the value of  goods produced in a
country for a specif ic  period say 1  year.  It  was introduced by Russian
economist  Simon Kuznets during the Economic depression and the
outbreak of  World War 2 in order to evaluate economic production in a
single measure.  

Human Development Index  is  basical ly  an index of  the performance of
education index,  l i fe  expectancy index,  and Gross National  Income (GNI)
index in a country.  HDI was introduced by Pakistani  Economist  Mahbub
ul Haq and further introduced by United Nations Development
Programme (UNDP) in 1990.

IS HDI A BETTER
ECONOMIC INDICATOR
THAN GDP?

We all  could have probably heard about GDP (Gross Domestic Product)
being said by the leader of  our country every year l ike GDP has
increased by x % or decreased by x % due to so and so reasons.  At  the
same time,  many economists argue that GDP is  not the right metric to
measure the performance of  a  country.  So,  what is  GDP? Why do many
economists suggest  that HDI (Human Development Index)  can be a very
inclusive indicator than GDP? What is  so special  with HDI? This paper
is  intended to explain it  in a comprehensive manner as much as
possible

 - G.Rajesh Kanna



GDP disproportionally focuses only on production.  But service sector
contribution is  more nowadays.  Also,  GDP fai ls  to include health,
education,  etc.  It  is  the people that make up a country.  But GDP fai ls  to
include even the things meant for those people.  On the other hand,  HDI is
made up of  these basic things.  As GDP fai ls  in this,  the government fai ls  to
frame policies based on those basic things,  which is  even worse.

GDP also includes waste.  But in real  terms,  wastes actually decline the
well-being of  people.  So,  the more the production,  the more the wastes,
the more the pollution,  the more the GDP. Thus,  HDI wins here too.  As far
as we understood,  GDP only includes the produced capital  but terribly
ignores the human capital  (well-being)  and natural  capital  (air ,  water,
sunlight) .  As the world progresses towards sustainable energy,  4  days
work/week,  etc. ,  i t  is  necessary to give more priority to HDI than GDP. To
summarise al l  these,  let ’s  recall  the words of  Robert F.  Kennedy;

 “[GDP] includes air  pollution,  cigarette advertising,  ambulances,  jai ls ,
napalm, nuclear warheads and armored cars for the police to f ight the
riots in our cit ies… Yet it  does not al low for the health of  our children,
the quality of  their  education,  or the joy of  their  play… it  measures
everything in short,  except that which makes l i fe  worthwhile.  And it  can
tel l  us everything about America except why we are proud to be
Americans.”

From the above,  i t  is  very apparent that while GDP considers only one
aspect (produced value) ,  HDI takes into consideration three aspects
(education,  l i fe  expectancy,  income) which is  very inclusive and fair .
That’s  why many economists and country leaders have told GDP is  a
f lawed measure.  When people spend on harmful  goods such as cigarettes
and alcohol,  according to GDP, it  means the country has performed better.
But in real  terms,  i t ’s  not.  SO, HDI wil l  give a better picture in this  case.
Also,  when the government spends on reliefs  due to natural  calamities or
pandemics,  i t  artif icial ly  inflates GDP.

WHY HDI IS BETTER
THAN GDP?



WHAT IF COUNTRIES ADOPT HDI AS THE
PRIMARY MEASURE? 

57%
stock maturity

38%
finance growth

 WHAT LIES AHEAD OF HDI?
Although HDI is  far better than GDP, it  st i l l  has some l imitations.  As HDI rel ies
more on quality rather than quantity,  i t  is  diff icult  to put it  in numbers.  So,  there
have to be some reliable methods to convert  the quality into quantity.  Also,  HDI
doesn’t  account for inequality.  Although economists introduced the Inequality-
adjusted Human Development Index (IHDI)  to address the issue,  i t  is  st i l l  far
from perfection.  So,  the nature index which shall  include the number of  trees/sq.
feet,  the number of  pure rivers,  lakes,  ponds,  etc,  and maintenance of  wildlife
sanctuaries;  can be included as an additional  index for the computation of  HDI by
applying appropriate weights to each of  the indices.  Now, it  covers almost every
aspect of  a  country.  So,  this  updated HDI appears to be a better metric for the
performance of  a  country.  Thus,  i t  is  a  matter of  t ime when al l  countries adopt
HDI to al ign with their Sustainable Development Goals.  

The government wil l  frame policies by giving more weightage to the well-being of
the people and by giving less weightage to industrial ization.  For example,  New
Zealand’s 2019 budget included $1.9 Bil l ion for mental  health as New Zealand’s
suicide rate is  among the highest  in the world.  They were also able to see a
signif icant decline in the suicide rate.  Through HDI,  minor aspects of  a  country
can be focused on such as inequality,  the standard of  l iving,  state of  education,
etc.  Also,  importance can be given to sustainable l iving such as renewable
resources,  electric vehicles,  pure water,  hospital ization,  etc.  as these aspects
indirectly influence the well-being of  the people.  A country wil l  be ranked based
on its  welfare state and not just  merely on its  productive capacity.  In this  regard,
Norway is  1st  rank and not some bigger countries l ike USA and China.

From the a f igure,  i t  is  very
apparent that for countries in the
developing state (between two
extremes in the graph),  i t  is
irrelevant to look at  GDP and just
frame policies to boost GDP
thereby reducing HDI.  As it  is  the
people that make up a country,  al l
we need is  just  a  good well-being
in the end.  So,  when we think
from that perspective,  a  country
wil l  develop with sustainabil ity.



Green consumerism-  

Growing consumer consciousness has
boosted green consumerism and humans
today are increasingly adopting sustainable
consumption habits, evaluating their
purchase choices and preferring brands that
are more eco friendly. Considering
consumers pro environmental motivations it
is worth asking what affect their green
behaviors have on environmental
sustainability. If one considers a free market
perspective, ‘greener’ products may be a
means for consumers to vote their
pocketbooks, leading to large scale
environmental benefits via systemic policy
changes example car makers self instituting
policies to manufacture more fuel efficient
cars. From a psychological perspective,
recent evidence suggests that relatively low
cost green behaviors such as buying  green
products might act as gateway to more
significant and more committal pro
environmental behavior, such as habitual
recycling or expressing support for
alternative energy sources. So for the most
part it appears that green consumerism has a
neutral to positive impact on the
environment.

Is it the future?

 Green consumerism refers to a state in
which consumers demand products and
services that have undergone an eco-friendly
production process or one that involves
recycling and safeguarding the planets’
resources. In other words, green
consumerism entails the production,
promotion, and advancement of the
utilization or use of goods and services based
on their pro-environment benefits. In some
instances, green consumerism may have the
undesirable effect of actually increasing
carbon emissions or diminishing other types
of environmental gains. Research on
spillover, licensing, rebound or boomerang
effects sheds some light on when positive
green intentions or actions may have
undesirable outcomes .On the one hand,
environmental behaviors have the potential
to create positive spillover effects, such as
when the initial adoption of smaller green
behaviors (e.g., the purchase of green
consumer products) increases support for
larger green projects further down the road
(such as the adoption of wind energy). On the
other hand, environmental behaviors can
allow individuals to feel morally licensed and
subsequently behave less prosocial. For
example, households that managed to
conserve water subsequently increased their
energy consumption, and recycling
decreased people’s likelihood of using
reusable grocery bags. Consumers are given
more choices in the society and green 

-  J Harshini



changing consumer behavioral patterns. It is
especially important in view of growing
environmental concerns, to understand the
importance of implementing sustainable
consumption practices. With consumers pledging
to adopt new habits, companies across industries
have introduced new products and initiatives.
The fashion industry, as an example, is
embracing sustainable fashion, advocating less
chemicals, organic fabrics, and upcycled clothing.
Shifting from plastic to metal straws, adopting
biodegradable cutlery in the form of eco-friendly
paper plates, bamboo toothbrushes, menstrual
cups and utilizing cloth bags for purchases, are
few such trends taking consumers by storm.
Apple claiming to eventually stop mining rare
metals for its products, companies across the
globe are taking measures to move towards a
sustainable livelihood.
Green consumerism, especially in the light of the
pandemic and changing trends, is seeing
constant shifts. Brands must constantly track
these changes and keep abreast with changing
consumer behavioral patterns. It is especially
important in view of growing environmental
concerns, to understand the importance of 

consumerism creates safer goods for
consumers. On the other hand we
waste our money on goods that we
often do not need and the poor our
always left behind the consumerism.
 
Green consumerism, especially in the
light of the pandemic and changing
trends, is seeing constant shifts.
Brands must constantly track these
changes and keep abreast with 

With growing digital consumption , tech
will also play an important role in
maintaining sustainable consumption
patterns. Sustainability is the path
towards a more concrete and healthy
future. It is only together that we can
aim to embark on a conscious path of
green consumerism. 

implementing sustainable consumption
practices. With consumers pledging to
adopt new habits, companies across
industries have introduced new
products and initiatives. The fashion
industry, as an example, is embracing
sustainable fashion, advocating less
chemicals, organic fabrics, and
upcycled clothing. Shifting from plastic
to metal straws, adopting biodegradable
cutlery in the form of eco-friendly
paper plates, bamboo toothbrushes,
menstrual cups and utilizing cloth bags
for purchases, are few such trends
taking consumers by storm. Apple
claiming to eventually stop mining rare
metals for its products, companies
across the globe are taking measures to
move towards a sustainable livelihood.



The statement is one of the more 
famous advices or maxims in 
speculation and investing, heard by 
almost everyone star ting to invest. 
The effect of our minds? tendency to 
treat a loss as almost doubly painful 
than the happiness of a gain of 
exactly the same amount has been 
studied extensively and obtained the 
name, ?The bias of Loss Aversion?. 
As humans we inherently fear losses 
more than we welcome gains, take 
for example a simple game:

A coin is tossed and if -

 -  Heads, the par ticipant wins 50 

 -  Tails, the par ticipant loses 50 

This of course is an exper iment 
appear ing in ?Thinking Fast and 
Slow? by Daniel Kahneman. No one 
chooses to play this game despite 
the losses being the same as the 
gains. In fact, people only star ted to 
play this game in the exper iment 
when the gain was increased to 
double the loss. (ie. Gain of 100 for 
heads &  loss of 50 for tails). One can 
see how this affects much behaviour 
in finance. A simple inspection of 
trade cycles or even any shor t term 
cycles in the market would reveal 
that it takes much longer for the 
market to reach its peak than for the 
market to plunge. This phenomenon 
is easily visible in stock char ts where 
it can be observed that when the 
pr ices are increasing, the slope of 
the  line to the peak (the windward 

?A Loss is twice 
as power ful as 
a gain?
side, if you will) is not as steep as the slope of 
line after the peak where the pr ices are falling 
(the leeward side). This is par tly because when 
people notice a possibility of pr ices falling, the 
fear of loss dr ives them to sell their shares 
much more urgently than they would buy for a 
gain of the same amount. This aversion of loss 

Aver si on  of  L oss i n  Fi n an ce
-Asish Pradeep



for investors or understanding large scale 
behavioural economical phenomena in its 
debut. Its true purpose was to inform us of our 
minds? general ambiguity in mental accounting 
while making decisions. To understand how 
this bias shapes decisions in our everyday life 
we must take the bias to a logical conclusion 
that reveals cer tain peculiar ities in our way of 
thinking. Take for example these two scenar ios:

I. A person is given the option to buy a 

product for Rs 500 through his credit 

card or pay Rs 25 less and finish the 

transaction through cash.

II. A person is given the option to buy a 

product for Rs 475 through cash or pay Rs 

25 more to finish the transaction through 

his credit card.

In which scenar io is the person more l ikely to 
use the credit card?

Even though both scenar ios have the exact 
same outcomes, most people agree that the 
person in scenar io A is more likely to use the 
credit card. The exper iment gives a good 
picture of how ill advised it is to use mental 
accounting in making decisions as the decision 
in the scenar ios was influenced not by some 
subliminal external force but merely the 
framing of a sentence. This framing of 
sentences that nudge us to make cer tain 
decision over others is called by cognitive 

feeds into itself and creates a slope for the leeward side much steeper than the 
windward side.
This observation in market cycles is proof that almost every investor is affected by this 
bias. But the maxim, ?a loss is twice as powerful as a gain? was never intended to be a 
tool for new investors to understand the market better. It wasn?t even intended purely 

psychologists as the ?Framing effect?. With loss aversion in mind, the strange preference 
in the exper iment is because Scenar io A makes the Rs 25 look like a cost whereas 
Scenar io B makes the Rs 25 look like a loss and as previously emphasized, humans prefer 
to avoid losses and in this case it can be more par ticularly said that humans prefer to 
avoid losses even if it costs us. This also explains to a cer tain extent why products with 
per ipherals sold separately did not do well in the market and why many services and 
products (even digital ones) are sold in bundles (for example a phone maybe sold with a 



earphone) as the companies may be aware that the customer may feel more at ease if 
they bought a single product (the bundle) rather than buying a product and then buying 
something to go with it as they would react to it as if to a loss.

Knowing how susceptible our minds are to such simple forces, it br ings about the 
question of how we avoid biases such as this. Avoiding the bias of loss aversion is as 
simple as reframing all financial decisions in terms of losses or costs or to substitute 
mental accounting for physical accounting. But to be at least par tially aware that we are 
being influenced by them takes tremendous amounts of practice and exper ience. Though 
even understanding a small por tion of our aversion of losses can help in taking r isks 
more reasonably and will probably lead to better returns.

Find out the Theor ists names hidden in 
the gr id:

1. Classical Management Theory
2. Behavioural Management Theory (star ts 

with E)
3. Modern Theory of Management
4. Needs Theory
5. Motivation Theory (star ts with A)

6. Equity Theory of Motivation
7. Path- Goal Theory
8. Attr ibution Theory of Leadership (star ts 

with H)
9. Leader Member Exchange Theory
10. Contingency Theory

Fun Corner  !



BUSINESSCase 
St udies

The so called Multi- Billion- dollar 
companies in current world are even failing 
with advanced supply chain technologies. In 
this ar ticle we?re going to see how ITC used 
their supply chain technology so effectively 
to change people lives better. This is a story 
that dates back to 1999 when the 
agr icultural expor t division of ITC was not 
per forming well. Dur ing that time, soybean 
was a pr imary expor t commodity of ITC, 
and in 1999,80% of the soybean of India 
came from rural Madhya Pradesh (MP).So, 
the farmers who produced soybean 

supposed to be r ich but the exact 
opposite happened. The farmers in MP 
were leading a miserable life, And at the 
same time, even companies like ITC that 
were procur ing these crops were not 
able to make profits. So, the question 
was, when soybean was in such high 
demand in the international market, 
how is it possible that neither the 
farmers nor the expor t companies were 
able to make healthy profits?

It was because of a major inefficiency in 
the supply chain of soybean.

- Al len Jeff Arul



On paper, there were three elements in 
the supply chain, the farmers, the APMC 
(Agr icultural Produce Market .

Committee), and then we had ITC and the 
wholesalers. APMC was nothing but a 
body of licensed traders set up by the 
government to ensure that farmers are 
not exploited by open trade. It 's also 
called the mandi. So at mandi, only 
government licensed traders could buy 
the produce from the farmers and no 
other trader was allowed. So these traders 
were supposed to auction for the crops, 
and the highest bidder procured the crops 
from the farmers. This way, the farmers 
are supposed to get the best pr ices and 
they were supposed to be r ich. But in 
reality, this was far away from the truth 

trader was allowed to procure crops from 
the mandi, the licenced traders formed a 
car tel and instead of auctioning for the 
highest pr ice, they all quoted the same 
pr ice which was less than the standard 
pr ice. The mandi traders did not pay the 
farmers r ight away, and they took the hard 
on produce at an unofficial credit and paid 
the farmers only when they made a profit. 
And this pathetic system put the farmers 
in a very dangerous vicious cycle. But this 
is when ITC came out with a revolutionary 
initiative called the E- choupal , and they 
installed a super amazing tool the 
computer in the remotest villages of India 
in 1999 itself. And under this initiative, ITC 
supplied a Windows PC and internet 
connection and a dot matr ix pr inter to all 

for three major reasons. Firstly, the 
mandis are about far away from the 
farmers.So, they either had to rent a 
truck or they had to sell it to a junior 
contractor who then sold it to the senior 
contractor, who then took it to them 
mandi. So they had to sell their produce 
to the middlemen at an low 
cost.Secondly, the farmers had no way to 
find out what exactly was a pr ice being 
offered at a par ticular mandi on a 
par ticular day.And lastly, since no other 

the village centres in its canopy.They also 
launched a website called soyachaupal.com, 
which consisted of three of the most 
impor tant information tabs needed for the 
farmers, firstly, data and weather repor tsto 
help the farmers decide what is the best 
time to sow his seeds and to prevent him 
from sowing seeds at the wrong time. 
Secondly, was the best practices section. And 
thirdly, they had the Market Information 
section that gave the impor tant market 
metr ics, including the daily pr ice and 



volume traded at the mandis and the 
ITC centres. And this was suppor ted by 
other impor tant pages like the Q& A 
section, the new section and even the 
crop Information section. Also, they 
appointed a lead farmer called the 
sanchalak who was responsible for 
helping the farmers out with a 
computer operation. And he was given 
a commission of 0.5% on the basis of 
the farmers productivity

So, because of the incentive, he 
automatically worked hard to help the 
farmers out with the computer 
operation and to enable them to 
improve their productivity. ITC 
convinced the government to allow the 
company to procure the produce 
directly from the farmers with the 
promise that they will provide 
reasonable cost and will build an 
efficient and profitable supply chain. 
And that is how the implementation of 
the E- choupal began in 1999.Back then 
ITC had five processing units in 
Madhya Pradesh and 39 warehouses 
making a total of 44 touch points, 
cover ing 80% of the farmers in Madhya 
Pradesh, to which the farmers could 
br ing the soybean produce. The best 
par t was that it?s very near to the 
farmers as compared to the range of 
the mandis. And this amazing setup 
changed the way the farmers of 
Madhya Pradesh traded soybeans. And 
this is how the system worked out. 
First of all, the farmers were given all 
the impor tant information through the 
E- choupal computers, which included 
everything from weather forecasts all 
the way up to the seed sowing 
techniques. Therefore, the farmers 
were confidently able to invest in their 

crop. This reduced the r isk of the spoiled 
crops and at the same time it increased the 
yield. Then after the harvesting was done, they 
could directly have a look at the website to see 
how much pr ice was being offered at the 
APMC and the ITC centre on a daily basis. 
Eventually, they could compare the pr ices and 
then decide where to go to have higher profits. 
In this case, ITC even reimburse the 
transpor tation cost to the farmers. After that, 
when they ar r ived at the ITC centre, the 
processing facility also included a soil testing 
lab. And here's where top great scientists 
offered the best recommendation for 
fer tilizers or additives based on the chemical 
composition of the farmers soil sample. And 
this wonderful system, turned the disastrous, 
vicious cycle into a vir tuous cycle by which the 
farmers had good cash flow, which led to high 
investment into farming equipment that led to 
high productivity, eventually giving them 
thicker margins and better cash flow. 
Fur thermore, this move turned out to be 
extremely profitable for ITC, because they got 
raw mater ial from the farmers at a low cost. 
And were able to use that for their FMCG 
division. And today, each E- choupal initiative 
already has become the largest initiative 
among the internet based interventions in 
rural India.

If a company can give such a effective digital 
supply chain back in 1999, you can imagine the 
companies? potential in today?s world and 
what they can do.



J.P
Morgan

"Go as far as
you can see;
when you get
there, you'll
be able to see
farther."

- J.P Morgan

An American financier and banker who dominated corporate finance
on Wall Street throughout the Gilded Age. In September 1851, he
passed the entrance exam for The English High School of Boston.
After his studies Morgan went into banking in 1857 at the London
branch of merchant banking firm Peabody, Morgan & Co., a
partnership between his father and George Peabody founded three
years earlier. In 1858, he moved to New York City to join the banking
house of Duncan, Sherman & Company, the American
representatives of George Peabody and Company. From 1860 to 1864,
as J. Pierpont Morgan & Company, he acted as agent in New York for
his father's firm, renamed "J.S. Morgan & Co. From 1864 to 1872, he
was a member of the firm of Dabney, Morgan, and Company. In 1871,
Anthony J. Drexel founded the New York firm of Drexel, Morgan &
Company. After his death the firm was rechristened J. P. Morgan &
Company in 1895. By 1900 it was one of the world's most powerful
banking houses, focused primarily on reorganizations and
consolidations. In his ascent to power, Morgan focused on railroads,
America's largest business enterprises. He wrested control of the
Albany and Susquehanna Railroad from Jay Gould and Jim Fisk in
1869; led the syndicate that broke the government-financing
privileges of Jay Cooke; and developed and financed a railroad
empire by reorganization and consolidation in all parts of the United
States. The Northern Pacific Railway went bankrupt in the great
depression of 1893. The bankruptcy wiped out the railroad's
bondholders, leaving it free of debt, and a complex financial battle
for its control ensued. As the head of the banking firm that
ultimately became known as J.P. Morgan and Co. Morgan redefined
conservatism in terms of financial prowess coupled with strong
commitments to religion and high culture. After his father's death
Morgan took control of J. S. Morgan & Co. He began talks with
Charles M. Schwab, president of Carnegie Co., and businessman
Andrew Carnegie, with the goal of buying Carnegie's steel business
and merging it with several other steel, coal, mining and shipping
firms. After financing the creation of the Federal Steel Company, he
merged it with the Carnegie Steel Company and several other steel
and iron businesses forming the United States Steel Corporation. In
1901, U.S. Steel was the world's first billion-dollar company, with an
authorized capitalization of $1.4 billion. Morgan died while traveling
abroad on March 31, 1913. Flags on Wall Street flew at half-staff, and
in an honor usually reserved for heads of state, the stock market
closed for two hours when his body passed through New York City.
His estate was worth $68.3 million of which about $30 million
represented his share in the New York and Philadelphia banks. He
offered solutions to the world's most important corporations,
governments and institutions in more than 100 countries. Today,
John Pierpont Morgan is remembered as one of the greatest bankers
in American history. In his time, he was called the "Jupiter of Wall
Street." We come and go empty handed the fortune you made won't
be buried or cremated along with you. Spend the money to spread
the joy.
 

Renowned commerce legend
- Roger  Joshwva B
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16.06.2021 

17.07.2021 

13.09.2021 

30.09.2021 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Collaborative Program with School of Commerce and Economics, Loyola Alumni Association – 

UAE Chapter and Loyola Placement Cell - Skilling for Industry 4.0 – Post-Pandemic 

Preparedness. The Speaker for the day was Prof. Reuben S. Andrews Specialist consultant, 720 

Transform, Dubai UAE. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

A program in memory of Prof Alston was organized virtually and the participants 

paid rich tribute to their teacher and colleague. 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 
Tribute to Rev. Dr. Andrew SJ 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Guest Lecture on the Role of Underwriters. The lecture was arranged with an aim to 

enlighten the second year B. Com. Students the role of underwriters. Mr. Parag 

Kapadia, CA & Founder Principal of Kapital Konnect was the guest speaker. 



12.10.2021 

20.10.2021 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Workshop on HR & Stock Analysis using SPSS was organized and Dr. S. Xavier, Assistant 

Professor, Department of Statistics, Loyola College was the resource person. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Guest Lecture on "Technopreneur and innovation" for the students of M.Sc. 

Zoology. The resource person was Mr. Balajee Manoharan, Assistant Director of 

the Development & Commissioner, Micro Small & Medium Enterprises under the 

Ministry of MSME, Government of India, Chennai. 

 

28.10.2021 
Guest Lecture on the Procedure and Registration of GST for the students of II 

M.Com. Mr. S. Venkata Subramaniam, Chartered Accountant, GST Auditor of 

              MRF Ltd., was the resource person. 

 

01.11.2021 
Loyola Commerce Association 2021-2022 was inaugurated. Mr. Manoj 

Parekh, Director, Premier Elmech Systems Pvt Ltd. was the chief guest. 

 

25.11.2021 
Collaborative Program with Loyola Institutions Innovation Council (LIIC) - 

Entrepreneurial Career Connect. The speaker of the day was Mr. Vijay 

Kapoor, Founder and MD of Derby Fashion. N
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06.12.2021 

01.12.2021 
The workshop on Personal Branding was held for III UG and II PG students. 

Mr. Rahul, a young Youtuber was the Speaker of the day. 

04.12.2021 
Loyola Commerce Association organized a certified webinar on Money 

Management in collaboration with Bombay Stock Exchange. The guest 

speaker was CA Darshana Rampuria, carries an experience in the field of 

business consulting and debt capital raising. 

Movie Exhibit-Recce was convened and Thozhar Nirmala Kotravai was 

the resource person who addressed the students on the movie 

“சிவரஞ்சினியும் இன்னும் சில பெண்களும்” and its reverberation. 

 
 
 
 

 
Guest Lecture on Industry 4.0-Supply Chain Perspective was organized 

for the III-year students based on the paper “Logistics and Supply Chain 

Management”. The resource person was Mr. S. Sukumaran, Director - The 

school of Business Logistics, Singapore. 

Avensis’21, Inter-Class Cultural was conducted for two consecutive days 

class wise for the students to showcase their talents. The object is to pool 

fresh and exciting talents from the participants. 

08.12.2021 
Loyola Commerce Association conducted Department Orientation for I 

UG Students on 8 and 9 of December respectively. 

The PG & Research Department of Commerce conducted Collaborative 

Awareness Program with the Office of the RBI Ombudsman - Awareness 

Programme on Reserve Bank Integrated Ombudsman Scheme. Smt. 

Sharmila Sampath Kumar, Deputy Ombudsman & GM, Chennai presided 

over the event. 
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17.12.2021 
Loyola Commerce Association conducted Department Orientation for 

I PG to welcome Students in a friendly atmosphere and to encourage 

their creative impulses to boost their confidence. 

 

20.12.2021 
Guest Lecture on Accounting Standards for II M. Com students. The 

resource person was CA. Parag Kapadia B.com, FCA, ACA (ICAEW - 

London), ACNA, Insolvency Professional and Independent Director 

Founder Principal- Kapital Konnect. 

21.12.2021 
A guest lecture was organized for the first-year students studying “Business 

Management” on Business Management-Manager’s Perspective. The 

resource person was Mr. Seshadri Rangachari, Senior Manager, Accenture 

Pvt. Ltd. 

 
 

20.01.2022 
Two-Days Workshop on “Publishing Articles in Journals Indexed 

Globally in collaboration with Internal Quality Assurance Cell 

(IQAC), and Dean of Research, Loyola College (Autonomous) Chennai. 



MOMENTS 








